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Encyclopaedia of Islam Online (EI Online) consists of both the second
edition (“EI2”) AND the third edition (“EI3”). The latter is a work
in progress, publication of which started in 2007.

Features and Benefits
- Over 10,000 entries from hundreds of scholars
- EI3 includes full color illustrations online
- Easy referencing at end of each article
- 4 updates per year including images and approx. the equivalent of 800,000 words
- Includes all material from EI2 (1955-2005) and EI3 (2007-)
- The indices of EI2 will become available online in 2012
- Kennedy’s Historical Atlas of Islam will become available online in 2012
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The search engine for EI Online automatically searches both
editions and offers the most recent results first in the list of hits.

Encyclopaedia of IslamTHREE
Edited by Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe,
Everett Rowson and Kate Fleet

Encyclopaedia of Islam
John Nawas,

The Third Edition of Brill’s Encyclopaedia of Islam is an entirely new
work, with new articles reflecting the great diversity of current
scholarship. It appears in four substantial segments each year,
both online and in print. The new scope includes comprehensive
coverage of Islam in the twentieth century and of Muslim
minorities all over the world.

“The Encyclopaedia of Islam Online is invaluable for researchers at
all levels with an interest in Islam, Muslim society, or the history and
culture of the Middle East. Scholars value the in-depth articles,
complete bibliographies, and easy-to-use interface. I refer library
users to it often. - Daniel C. Mack, Tombros Librarian for Classics
and Ancient Mediterranean Studies, Head, George and Sherry
Middlemas Arts and Humanities Library Humanities Librarian
for Ancient History, Jewish Studies, and Religious Studies The
Pennsylvania State University Libraries.

Second Edition
Edited by P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth,
E. van Donzel and W.P. Heinrichs
The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Second Edition) sets out the present
state of our knowledge of the Islamic World. It is a unique and
invaluable reference tool, an essential key to understanding
the world of Islam, and the authoritative source not only for the
religion, but also for the believers and the countries in which
they live.

“The Encyclopaedia of Islam has always been the place to begin
research on any topic in the field of medieval Islamic studies. Sometimes,
if you just need a quick overview or are trying to identify a person or
place, it’s all you need. Having the EI online, easily searchable and at
your fingertips wherever you are, is an incredibly useful resource.” Marlis J. Saleh, Bibliographer for Middle East Studies, University
of Chicago Library.

